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ABSTRACT
Over the past 30 years the cooling rates of terrestrial and extraterrestrial basaltic rocks have commonly been inferred from the size of antiphase domains (APDs) in pigeonite. However, the coarsening rate of APDs has been observed to deviate substantially from an ideal rate. It is believed that this
deviation is caused by Ca segregation to the antiphase boundaries (APBs) of domains, since Ca is
expected to substantially slow boundary migration rates due to solute drag.
This letter presents direct experimental evidence of Ca segregation to APBs in pigeonite. The
local atomic structure and chemistry of APBs in pigeonite were examined using high-resolution and
energy-filtered transmission electron microscopy. High-resolution images show that APBs in pigeonite have a structure similar to that of augite, and energy-filtered compositional images reveal that
Ca segregates to APBs. These results have direct ramifications for the use of antiphase domain (APD)
size as a marker for the thermal history of the rocks in which pigeonite crystallizes.

INTRODUCTION
The cooling history of an igneous or metamorphic rock is
of considerable importance to geologists. Pigeonite has received
particular attention as an indicator of thermal history because
it exhibits exsolution and antiphase domains (APDs), both of
which can be used as thermal markers (Bailey et al. 1970; Nord
et al. 1977; Grove 1982; Müller 1993; McCallum and O’Brien
1996; Weinbruch et al. 1997; Pasqual et al. 2000). The size of
the APDs can be used qualitatively to assess cooling rates, since
a rapidly cooled pigeonite crystal favors small APDs whereas
a slowly cooled pigeonite crystal favors large APDs. APDs in
pigeonite arise during the C2/c → P21/c transformation, which
occurs upon cooling. When multiple P21/c domains nucleate,
grow, and impinge upon one another, they are either in registry
or have a translational discrepancy of 1/2 (a + b), creating an
antiphase boundary (APB).
Morimoto and Tokonami (1969) first suggested that APBs
in pigeonite would have the augite structure and that Ca2+ ions
might segregate to APBs. Carpenter (1978) later agreed with
these points because he observed augite that had nucleated and
grown from APBs. The segregation of Ca to APBs is expected
to have a strong influence on the migration rates of the boundaries because Ca has a slower diffusion rate in pigeonite than
the APBs themselves, causing a solute-drag effect (Morimoto
1974). The presence of Ca at APBs, therefore, may influence
the behavior of APBs and diminish the correlation between APD
size and the cooling rate of the rock containing the pigeonite.
An ideal rate law for coarsening of APDs was first given by
Allen and Cahn (1979):

δ n − δ 0n = nke( − Q / RT ) (t − t0 )

(1)

where δn0 is the initial domain size at time t0, δn is the domain
size after annealing for time t, Q is the activation energy for
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boundary migration, and the coefficient n is expected to equal
2. The rate constant k has the dimensions of a diffusion coefficient when n = 2. Deviations from an ideal coarsening rate result in n > 2, and have been believed to be due to solute drag
from impurity atoms. A value of n ≈ 10 was reported by Carpenter (1979a, 1979b) for the coarsening of APDs in pigeonite
when using Equation 1. Carpenter attributed this large deviation in n to the drag effect of Ca2+ ions at the boundaries.
Recent technological advances in transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) allow examination of the structure and
chemistry of extended defects at the sub-nanometer scale. The
newest generation of TEMs, fitted with field-emission gun
(FEG) sources and post-column energy filters for chemical
analysis, can provide structural and chemical information at
scales that were previously unattainable. High-resolution TEM
(HRTEM) images can now be acquired with point-to-point resolutions surpassing 0.1 nm (O’Keefe 2000). Energy-filtered TEM
(EFTEM) images have been employed to detect chemical heterogeneities as small as 0.4 nm (Freitag and Mader 1999). It is
the focus of our investigation to use HRTEM and EFTEM to show
that the local atomic structure of APBs in pigeonite is similar to
that of augite and that Ca segregates to APBs in pigeonite.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
The sample used in this study was taken from the central
part of the Englewood Cliffs section of the Palisades Sill in
New Jersey. The Englewood Cliffs section is approximately
300 m thick and is composed primarily of diabase that crystallized as a tholeiitic sill (Walker 1969). The foil was prepared
for TEM examination using standard ion-milling and carboncoating procedures, as described by Veblen and Buseck (1979).
HRTEM and EFTEM imaging were performed using a
Philips CM300 FEG TEM operating at 297 kV (with the energy filter enabled) and a Gatan Imaging Filter (GIF). HRTEM
images were digitally acquired at a microscope magnification
of 500 kX using a 1 second exposure time and 1× binning (1024
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